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Preface
One of the more important outcomes of research sponsored by the Center for
Interdisciplinary Studies of Writing at the University of Minnesota has been the development of
a number of bibliographies of interest to researchers and practitioners in composition studies and
related disciplines. This bibliography by Linda Adler Kassner and Terence Collins is certainly
important for its annotations of articles and resources about writing for and about post-secondary
service-learning courses and programs—public and private sector internships, community
service programs, and other experiential learning opportunities. Equally important is Kassner and
Collins’ discussion about writing for service-learning experiences. As they point out in their
introduction to Writing in Service-Learning Courses, the typical model for the writing
component of an internship or service-learning course is a student-generated report that records
or explains the value of the experience for an advisor or program facilitators. Kassner and
Collins ask us to examine current writing practices in service-learning courses in light of the
significant possibilities of students writing about their experiential learning in new ways. They
ask us to think about what else might be done with writing to make these unique learning
experiences an opportunity for understanding and enrichment for both the students and the
communities the students serve.
Given the current lack of research and exploration about how writing for service-learning
courses might be used beyond the typical written reports of students’ experiences. Writing in
Service-Learning Courses offers a well-informed starting point for more conversation and
experimentation.
Kassner and Collins’ project is one of fifty-seven research projects funded by the Center

for Interdisciplinary Studies of Writing to date. The Center annually funds research projects by
University of Minnesota faculty to study the following topics:
•

characteristics of writing across the University’s curriculum;

•

status reports on students’ writing ability at the University;

•

the connections between writing and learning in all fields;

•

the characteristics of writing beyond the academy;

•

the effects of ethnicity , race, class, and gender on writing; and

•

curricular reform through writing.

We make grant recipients’ research results available in the form of technical reports. More
elaborate reports and extended discussions of Center grant recipients’ work are available through
our monograph series.
One of our goals is to disseminate the results of these research projects as broadly as
possible within the University community and on a national level. We encourage discussion
of Linda Adler Kassner and Terence Collins’ annotations and interpretations of the literature
currently available on using writing in service-learning courses. We invite you to contact the
Center for Interdisciplinary Studies of Writing for information about other publications or
Center activities.

Lillian Bridwell-Bowles, Series Editor
Mark Olson, Editor
May 1994

Writing in Service- Learning Courses
In the summer of 1991, with the support of a research grant from the University of
Minnesota’ s Center for Interdisciplinary Studies of Writing, we began to examine ways in
which writing has been used as part of experiential learning and service-learning courses in
colleges and high schools. We did so for two reasons.
First, and most immediately, we were about to begin a three-year transition-to-college
model program for urban youth at risk of not fulfilling their educational potential. The transition
design involved cooperation between the University of Minnesota General College (the
University’s open admissions unit) and the Penumbra Theatre Company of St. Paul (Minnesota’s
only professional Black theatre company). Through the program, high school seniors in
internships at Penumbra Theatre worked in performance, administration, and technical support
and also enrolled in college courses at the University. The premise was that students could find a
hospitable environment at Penumbra in which to invest themselves and from which they might
find role models who valued and supported their aspirations toward higher education. The
project was funded by the U.S. Department of Education Fund for the Improvement of
Postsecondary Education (FIPSE).
Second, we knew that local, state, and national student service models were being
discussed by both the political right and left. Indeed, a national service program called “Serve!
America” was initiated by the Clinton administration shortly after our project began, and is
poised to engage thousands of young people in service-learning projects through which they gain
financial credits toward college expenses. Furthermore, we knew that service-learning projects
were proliferating on many campuses. Groups such as the National Youth Leadership Council
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and Project C.O.O.L. were gaining visibility and impact. It was our sense that the servicelearning movement would either replicate patterns of elite reinforcement or serve to valorize the
full range of student experience. We wanted to test ways in which the service experiences and
literacy experiences of non-elite groups might figure in the emerging service-learning movement,
and we wanted to see what shaping role writing and the composition community might play in
that process.
Our review of the literature about writing in service-learning experiences, then, was
driven by both pragmatic and ideological goals. Service-learning projects and internships have
frequently included writing components. Most typically, such writing components have taken the
form of already-successful students writing to report and to reflect upon their work and their
personal growth, or, in the workplace/workplace-simulation internship, the focus has been on the
forms and functions of workplace writing. For our FIPSE project, we needed to know about what
was already available in the writing and service-learning literature that might be useful to us in
setting up a meaningful model demonstration project with federal funds. At the same time, we
were hoping to shift the internship/service model and the writing that serves it away from the
subtle elitism of noblesse oblige inherent in many service-learning models.
Service-Learning: Context for Writing
Our prior history with internship and service-learning programs, coupled with anecdotal
accounts in various articles about internship and service-learning courses, had taught us that
writing is nearly always featured in such programs and courses. Two paradigms run through
service-learning models now in place.
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First, there are programs which aim to teach a “service ethic” or citizenship
responsibility. The stereotypical shape of such service learning might go something like this.
Successful students—honors students, say—are recruited to help those who are, or who are
perceived to be, in need of assistance. They are homeless. They are immigrants. They are failing
in school. They are old. They are poor. They are, most typically, “other.” Writing, we know, can
be a powerful tool for exploration and learning, but just as easily, writing serves schools’ tacit
role of replicating prior knowledge or attitudes consistent with the dominant culture’s. In our
review of the literature, we did not find service-learning writing models that challenge received
knowledge; that ask questions about structural features of the social dynamics which govern our
economics; that look straight in the face of the degradation of learning which results from
racism; that resist replicating, under the banner of service, the process of “otherizing” those
served Instead, the focus is either simple information transfer—”Here’s what I did, give me
credit, I did my time”; or it is self-reflective—”Here’s what I learned working
with_______________ “ (fill in the “other” worked with). The single noteworthy exception to
this pattern is Herzberg (in press; see annotation).
A second extant model for a service-learning or internship program might go something
like this: the prospective graduate of a college major lands an internship in a place where she or
he can “try out” the application of academic coursework in the “real-life” workplace. The
literature about career ladders is full of good advice on the value of such internships. In such a
position, the intern is asked to perform a variety of tasks, for pay or not, which expose him or her
to the day-to-day workings of jobs in their area of study. The writing in such sites is driven by
the economics of those sites: grants and correspondence in non-profits and sales memos,
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proposals, or work-team reports in the entrepreneurial and corporate zones. In these internship
models the writing tasks are aimed at credential- and resume building. The student validates or
finds “real world” correctives to what has been learned—or mis-learned—while in college.
At the outset, we recognized that programs of both types would serve many purposes. We
expected to find varied uses of writing being employed in pursuit of the multiple goals served by
such programs. In short, we set out with what has proven to be a naive assumption: that is, with
all the effort and energy being put into service-learning and internship courses, we assumed that
someone would have given serious thought to ways in which writing might be used critically to
promote hard ethical and cultural challenges, to sponsor new learning about the larger culture, to
give an edge of critique to the service-learning process. Instead, we found “report/reflect” or
“practice” patterns only, patterns that are either overtly neutral in their expectations, or patterns
that replicate prior definitions of the self (educated, descending into the world of the “served,”
“slumming,” “not-the-other”) in one of two ways: for service project, in elite terms, however
unwittingly, as the person who enters the world of the “other” and gets to define that other, or for
work-experience career ladder project as a now-experienced functionary in a corporate culture.
It is not our purpose to judge the intentions or outcomes of our colleagues who have
initiated service-learning programs and use writing in them. But we do want to expand the
discussion in the hope that writing can take service-learning projects in directions that do not
merely serve the process of replication of elite, “otherizing” structures, which do not simply (or
only) serve as training sites for would-be functionaries, and which do indeed build the critical
competence and self/communal-esteem of our students.
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In many respects, the field of writing and service learning is only beginning to emerge.
Until now, writing has been used in service and internship project in very predictable ways,
perhaps because the composition community has not yet provided significant direction or
stimulus to thinking about how writing might support the service learner or intern in more
substantial ways. Projects recently begun at Bentley College, Columbia College (Chicago), and
Stanford promise to provide a forum through which the composition community might define its
relationship(s) to this growing segment of the high school and college curriculum. In addition, at
the initiative of Nora Bacon (University of California at Berkeley), the Community Service
Writing Network has been formed as a special interest group of the Conference on College
Composition and Communication. Perhaps these new initiatives will expand the role of writing
in service-learning courses.
Literature Review
In assembling the literature review that shaped our findings, we consulted with
University of Minnesota Education Reference librarians. At their suggestion, we ran both subject
and keyword searches of various types to capture as much relevant information as possible, both
published and fugitive. When “service-learning” and “writing” were coupled in ERIC and BRS
searches, nothing was captured. Since this most logical pairing produced no results, we turned to
other subjects and keywords suggested by our librarian colleagues: “adult literacy” and
“writing,” “prior knowledge,” “experiential learning,” and “non-academic writing.” Once initial
items were identified, relevant bibliographic items were traced. Authors of several pieces were
contacted individually to identify fugitive literature. Some items have only marginal relevance to
the topic at hand. Given the paucity of attention to the topic, however, such marginal items have
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been retained. The outcome is presented below. When relevant, each item in the bibliography
contains a brief notation of the search domain that identified it:
AL/W—Adult Literacy/Writing
PK—Prior Knowledge
EL—Experiential Learning
NAW—Non-Academic Writing
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